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09:00  Agenda bashing and administrivia  
       Juergen Schoenwaelder
09:05  Status of the “SNMP Traffic Measurements” draft  
       Bert Wijnen
09:10  Report from the IAB review  
       Juergen Schoenwaelder
09:15  Report from the CANMOD BOF  
       Randy Presuhn
09:25  Research classification report  
       Georgios Karagiannis
09:35  Discussion of the “SNMP Trace Analysis Definitions” draft  
       Gijs van den Broek
11:10  Future of the “SNMP Trace Analysis Definitions” draft  
       Juergen Schoenwaelder
11:15  Open mike
11:30  End of the meeting
Before we start...

**Administrivia**
- Signup sheets?
- Minute taker?
- Jabber scribe / relay?

**Meeting materials**
http://www.ibr.cs.tu-bs.de/projects/nmrg/meetings/2008/philadelphia/
(or simply google NMRG Philadelphia)

**Documents**
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IAB review of the NMRG

Organizational

- review on Thursday (2008-03-13) morning (07:45-08:50)
- last review took place in November 2004
- generally a very nice atmosphere

Outcomes

- increase the involvement of operators (go to NANOG / RIPE meetings)
- consider to republish some papers (e.g., the research challenges) as IDs / RFCs
- report about CANMOD in the NMRG meeting
- looking for co-chairs as I plan to step down
Agenda
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